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Abstract
We propose and analyze a multicast algorithm named Dynamic Agent-based
Hierarchical Multicast (DAHM) for wireless mesh networks that supports
user mobility and dynamic group membership. The objective of DAHM is
to minimize the overall network cost incurred. DAHM dynamically selects
multicast routers serving as multicast agents for integrated mobility and multicast service management, effectively combining backbone multicast routing
and local unicast routing into an integrated algorithm. As the name suggests,
DAHM employs a two-level hierarchical multicast structure. At the upper
level is a backbone multicast tree consisting of mesh routers with multicast
agents being the leaves. At the lower level, each multicast agent services
those multicast group members within its service region. A multicast group
member changes its multicast agent when it moves out of the service region
of the current multicast agent. The optimal service region size of a multicast
agent is a critical system parameter. We propose a model-based approach to
dynamically determine the optimal service region size that achieves network
cost minimization. Through a comparative performance study, we show that
DAHM significantly outperforms two existing baseline multicast algorithms
based on multicast tree structures with dynamic updates upon member movement and group membership changes.
Keywords: Hierarchical multicast algorithm; multicast agent; wireless
mesh networks; performance analysis
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1. Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMN) are emerging in recent years as a promising cost-effective solution for providing last-mile community-based broadband Internet access services. A WMN consists of two types of components:
wireless mesh routers (MRs) and mesh clients (MCs) [1]. MRs form a static
mesh networking infrastructure called a wireless mesh backbone for MCs.
MCs are end-user devices with wireless access capability, and unlike MRs,
they are usually mobile and may change their locations frequently. A WMN
is seamlessly interconnected to the Internet through the gateway functionality of MRs, which can also be used to integrate a WMN with existing wireless
networks, for example, mobile ad hoc networks or wireless sensor networks.
Generally, one or more MRs in a WMN serve as the Internet gateways and
route network traffic originated from or destined to the Internet.
Due to the broadcasting nature of wireless communications and the community oriented nature of WMNs, group communications [2] based on multicasting [3, 4] are expected to be a common communication paradigm in
WMNs. For example, many popular network applications today are based
on a single-source group communication paradigm, and require efficient delivery of various types of contents, e.g., weather forecasts, stock prices, news,
and real-time audio/video streams, from a single source to a group of mobile users in WMNs. These applications are multicasting in nature, and
therefore can be efficiently implemented by a multicast algorithm. The mobility of multicast group members, however, poses a challenge to the design
and development of efficient multicast algorithms in WMNs. More specifically, the multicast algorithm must efficiently support user mobility such
that group members can continue to receive subscribed multicast contents
and data when they move and change their serving MRs frequently.
In this paper, we propose and analyze a multicast algorithm for WMNs
named Dynamic Agent-based Hierarchical Multicast (DAHM) that supports
potentially highly mobile users and dynamic multicast group membership.
The contribution of the paper is as follows. First, we bring out the design
notion of dynamic agent-based hierarchical multicast to minimize the overall
network communication cost (in terms of traffic incurred) for packet delivery, mobility management, and multicast tree maintenance. This directly
contributes to end-to-end delay minimization and throughput maximization
for multicast services in WMNs. Second, we bring out the design notion of
integrated mobility and multicast service management which empowers MRs
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to serve as multicast agents (MAs) for MCs dynamically. A MC’s MA is
not only the multicast packet relay station but also the location database
of the MC. Under our DAHM design, multicast packet routing is a two-step
process. A multicast packet is first routed from the source to the MC’s MA
through a dynamic multicast tree connecting the source to all MAs and then
is routed from the MC’s MA to the MC. Packet routing is done efficiently
because an MC’s MA knows the location of the MC all the time. We achieve
integrated mobility and multicast service management by having each MC
dynamically determine whether it should select the MR it just enters as its
new MA, based on our analysis result. The optimal MA service region for
each MC is a critical system parameter for performance maximization in our
DAHM design. The third contribution of the paper is that we develop a
model-based approach based on stochastic Petri net (SPN) techniques [29]
to determine the optimal MA service region size on a per MC basis based
on the MC’s runtime mobility and service characteristics, so as to maximize
multicast performance. The last but not the least contribution is that we
demonstrate that DAHM outperforms two existing multicast algorithms in
the literature, namely, Regional-Registration based Multicast (RRM) [6] and
Dynamic Tree-based Multicast (DTM) through a comparative analysis with
simulation validation. RRM is based on a hierarchical tree structure consisting of pure unicast paths, whereas DTM is based on a shortest-path multicast
tree structure [7] extended with dynamic updates upon member movement
and group membership changes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
existing work on multicast routing and algorithms in mobile network environments and particularly in WMNs and contrasts our work with existing
work. Section 3 gives a detailed introduction to DAHM. In Section 4 we develop an analytical model for analyzing the performance of DAHM. Detailed
performance evaluation and a comparative performance study are given in
Section 5, with both analytical results and simulation validation presented.
Section 6 discusses issues related to the implementation of DAHM on real
mobile devices. The paper concludes with Section 7.
2. Related Work
Multicast algorithms and multicast routing protocols within a mobile
network environment have been intensively studied for Mobile IP networks
[8, 9, 10, 11] and mobile ad hoc networks [12]. Due to significant differences
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in network architectural characteristics and design objectives, however, these
algorithms and protocols cannot be applied to WMNs directly without major
modification and performance penalty. For example, WMNs lack centralized
management facilities such as home agents and foreign agents as in Mobile IP networks. Similarly, although WMNs can be considered as a special
type of mobile ad hoc networks, multicast algorithms and routing protocols
proposed for such networks are generally not appropriate for WMNs. The
reason is that these algorithms and protocols are designed with consideration
given specific to characteristics unique to mobile ad hoc networks, e.g., infrastructurelessness, dynamic network topology, energy constraints and weak
computing capability of mobile nodes, etc. Therefore, designing new multicast algorithms and routing protocols that take into consideration of the
characteristics of WMNs is an important research topic.
The research of multicast in WMNs is still in its infancy. Very recently
a few multicast algorithms and routing protocols have been proposed for
WMNs [7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Zeng et al. [13] proposed two multicast
algorithms, namely, the Level Channel Assignment (LCA) algorithm and the
Multichannel Multicast (MCM) algorithm, with the objective to improve the
multicast throughput in multichannel and multi-interface WMNs. The algorithms focus on the construction of efficient multicast trees that minimize
the number of relaying nodes and the total hop count distance of the trees.
By using a dedicated channel assignment strategy and partially overlapping
channels, interference among channels is reduced and the throughput is improved. Pacifier [14] is a new multicast protocol that pursues high throughput
and reliability. Pacifier builds an efficient multicast tree for tree-based opportunistic multicast routing to achieve high throughput, and utilizes intra-flow
network coding to achieve high reliability, without the overhead of classic
techniques such as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward Error
Correction (FEC). Pacifier also solves the “crying baby” problem such that
the throughput of well-connected nodes is improved without sacrificing the
throughput of poorly-connected nodes.
In [7], two primary methods for multicast routing, namely, shortest-path
trees (SPT) and minimum cost trees (MCT) were investigated and evaluated via extensive simulation using a variety of performance metrics such as
packet delivery ratio, throughput, end-to-end delay, delay jitter, and multicast traffic overheads. Based on the comparative simulation results, the
author recommended the SPT approach because SPTs performed considerably better than MCTs in terms of these performance metrics. DTM, one of
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the baseline algorithms for the comparative performance study in this paper,
is essentially based on an SPT augmented with the capability to perform
dynamic tree updates for supporting member mobility and dynamic group
membership. In [15], a cross-layer optimization framework was proposed for
maximizing the multicast throughput in WMNs. By realizing that the overall throughput tightly depends on per-link data flow rates (which further
depend on link capacities controlled by radio power levels on the physical
layer), the paper presented a cross-layer framework spanning the network
layer, the link layer, and the physical layer. Within the framework, the
multicast routing problem and the wireless medium contention problem are
iteratively solved and jointly optimized to generate optimal solutions for the
throughput maximization problem.
Ruiz et al. [16] proposed an integrated solution for efficient multicast
routing in WMNs connected to the Internet. The solution consists two components: a tree construction algorithm that builds an approximate minimum
Steiner tree for efficient multicast routing, and an auto-configuration protocol that configures MRs with topologically correct IP addresses to achieve
full compatibility with standard multicast routing protocols used in the Internet. Chakeres et al. [17] examined a wide range of multicast algorithms
for WMNs based on the IEEE 802.11 standard. These algorithms provide
different degrees of support to fast, efficient, and robust multicast in IEEE
802.11s WMNs. Two of these algorithms are based on broadcast, namely,
Default Broadcast (DB) which is the existing multicast algorithm in IEEE
802.11s and Fast Broadcast (FB) which is an enhancement to DB. Another
two algorithms are based on unicast, namely, Selective Unicast (SU) and
Multiple Unicast (MU), both of which provide robustness by L2 acknowledgments and retransmissions. The last algorithm examined is the so-called
Ack-oriented in-mesh Multicast (AM) that also provides robustness by packet
acknowledgment and retransmission.
While these algorithms and protocols contributed to various aspects that
are key to implementing multicast in WMNs, the critical issue of supporting
member mobility and dynamic group membership during the lifetime of a
multicast group was not addressed. Specifically, existing algorithms and protocols assume static multicast trees and focus on tree construction algorithms
for throughput maximization. This assumption generally is not feasible in
real mobile network environments, considering that multicast group members
may be highly mobile and they may join or leave the group at arbitrary time.
Further, frequent group changes due to member mobility and dynamic group
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membership can cause the quality and efficiency of a static multicast tree
to degrade quickly. In contrast to these algorithms and protocols, DAHM
explicitly takes member mobility and dynamic group membership into consideration and dynamically handles mobility management and multicast service
management (multicast tree maintenance, group membership management,
and multicast packet delivery) in an integrated manner following the design
idea of micro-mobility management [24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
3. Dynamic Agent-based Hierarchical Multicast
3.1. System Model and Assumptions
We assume that a WMN has a single Internet gateway, or concisely, a
single gateway. We also assume that current and future wireless MRs are
powerful enough to host multicast agent software for integrated mobility and
multicast service management. Currently available wireless MRs already
have good processing capability and expandable memory capacity (via USBbased flash or hard drives) to be used for cooperative data caching in WMNs
[20]. Therefore, we assume that they are also capable of performing integrated mobility and multicast service management.
We consider a multicast group that has a single source and dynamic group
topology and membership in a WMN. The multicast source can be in the
Internet or within a WMN. If the multicast source is an MC within a WMN,
the backbone multicast tree is rooted at the source. On the other hand, if
the source is a host in the Internet, the backbone multicast tree is rooted at
the gateway, as multicast packets will first be routed to the gateway which
is responsible for delivering them to the group members.
The multicast group is dynamic with respect to both group member locations because of user mobility and group membership because of member
join and leave events. Thus, a multicast group may be characterized by high
group dynamics in terms of member locations and group membership. On
the other hand, we assume that the source is static.
Within the lifetime of a multicast group, a member may join or leave the
group at arbitrary time. We assume that group member join and leave events
can be modeled by Poisson processes with rates of λ and µ, respectively. That
is, the inter-arrival and inter-departure times are exponentially distributed
with averages 1/λ and 1/µ, respectively. We further assume that λ and µ
have about the same value such that the multicast group size remains stable
over time.
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Figure 1: The two-level hierarchical multicast structure employed by DAHM.

Fig. 1 illustrates the two-level hierarchical multicast structure employed
by DAHM. We refer to a multicast group member simply as a member. In
Fig. 1, members are labeled as MCs carrying mobile devices. For notational
convenience, we refer to an MR serving as the multicast agent for one or
more members simply as a multicast agent (MA). Any MR can be an MA
when it is selected by a member to serve as the member’s MA.
3.2. Overview
DAHM is a dynamic two-level hierarchical multicast algorithm featuring
an integrated design that combines backbone multicast routing and local
unicast routing. At the upper level of the hierarchy is the multicast tree
backbone based on a shortest-path tree (SPT) rooted at the source. The
multicast tree consists of MRs with the MRs at the leaves also serving as
MAs. In Fig. 1, the multicast tree is connected by thick solid lines. At the
lower level of the hierarchy is an MA service area (a subtree rooted at an
MA). In Fig. 1, each MA’s service area is connected by dotted lines. To a
member, the MA’s service area is defined in terms of the number of hops
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(H) the member can be away from its MA. In Fig. 1, the MA subtree at the
bottom right has 4 members with their hop distances away from their MA
being 1, 1, 1 and 2, respectively. Suppose H=5 for the right bottom most
member who is currently 2 hops away from its MA. When it moves from one
MR to another MR, it knows that it is still within its MA service area, so
it will only inform its address change to the MA instead of making the new
MR it just moves into a new MA to avoid the multicast tree maintenance
cost. On the other hand if H=2, it will make the new MR it just moves
into as its new MA. This will trigger an update to the multicast tree. In
general, the multicast tree is updated whenever an MA joins or leaves due
to user mobility and group membership changes. Multicast packets are first
disseminated from the source to all the MAs via multicast routing through
the SPT, and then delivered from the MAs to multicast group members
individually via local unicast routing. The reason why unicast routing is
used at the lower level rather than multicast routing as in [21, 22] is twofold:
• The optimal service region size of an MA that minimizes the overall
communication cost, i.e., the optimal threshold Hoptimal for the number
of hops a multicast group member can be away from its MA, can be
quite diverse for different group members depending on their mobility
and service characteristics, as supported by the analytical and simulation results presented in Section 5. Therefore, group members associated with the same MA can have very diverse hop distances to the MA,
making the wireless broadcast advantage no longer valid. Thus, using
broadcast routing at the lower level can adversely affect the communication cost, because the overhead of multicast routing can be considerably high especially when a small number of receivers (group members
associated with the same MA) are dispersed in a large service area
around the sender (the MA).
• Using unicast routing eliminates the need for multicast tree maintenance at the lower level and simplifies mobility management. Suppose
that multicast routing is used at the lower level, the need for mobility
management as well as multicast tree maintenance would be frequent
because multicast group members may have high mobility. Specifically,
when a multicast group member moves to a new serving MR, the new
serving MR needs to be subscribed to and the old serving MR needs to
be unsubscribed from the multicast tree rooted at the MA, thus incurring two tree maintenance operations. When the member moves out
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of the service region of its current MA and switches to a new MA, not
only changes to the multicast trees of both the old and new MAs need
to be handled by the corresponding tree maintenance operations, group
membership changes also need to be processed. If unicast routing is
employed at the lower level, the overhead of multicast tree maintenance
and multicast group membership management at the lower level would
be completely eliminated. The saving can be significant, considering
that group members can have high mobility and that the number of
multicast groups at the lower level can be potentially large.
We use an SPT as the multicast backbone at the upper level as it is shown
in [7] that an SPT is superior to a minimum cost tree (MCT) such as an
approximate minimum Steiner tree (MST) in terms of packet delivery ratio,
throughput, average end-to-end delay, and delay average jitter. Another
advantage of an SPT over a MST is that the problem of constructing a MST
is NP-complete. Additionally, considering SPT instead of sophisticated tree
algorithms that strive for high throughput (e.g., [13, 14, 18]) allows us to
focus on the design and analysis aspect of integrated mobility and multicast
service management. Indeed, we could replace SPT with a more sophisticated
algorithm and the design idea still applies. Here we note that our idea is
generic as can be applied to other network services such as mobile data access
[23]. Also note that we use hop count as in [13, 7] rather than link quality
as the metric for multicast routing in the SPT multicast backbone. This is
because our focus is on network cost minimization via integrated mobility
and multicast service management and the total network cost, defined as
the total number of hops of wireless transmissions incurred by DAHM in
Section 4.2, is a function of the hop count.
A MA serves as a regional registration point for integrated mobility and
multicast service management. Each multicast group member is registered
with and serviced by an MA, from which it receives multicast packets via
local unicast routing. The multicast group member also sends its updated
location information, i.e., the address of its current serving MR, to the MA,
whenever it moves and switches to a new serving MR. Each MA maintains
a location database that stores the up-to-date location information of each
multicast group member it currently services.
A MA and those members it currently services essentially form a local
multicast group at the lower level of the hierarchy. Like the multicast backbone, a local multicast group is also dynamic due to user mobility and mem9

Figure 2: Message exchange sequence for a member join event.

bership changes. Each MA covers a service region servicing all the members
located within the region. The service region size of an MA is a key parameter controlling the tradeoff between the communication cost incurred at the
upper level and that incurred at the lower level. There exists an optimal
service region size that minimizes the overall communication cost. We model
the optimal service region size as the optimal threshold for the number of
hops a member can be away from its MA, denoted by Hoptimal . This optimal
threshold can be determined using the analytical model developed in Section 4. Below we let H and Hoptimal denote the threshold and the optimal
threshold, respectively.
3.3. Member Join and Leave
3.3.1. Member Join
A MC who intends to join a multicast group first selects a serving MR
among all MRs within the wireless transmission range based on the wireless
link quality, and sends a join request JOIN_REQ to the selected serving MR. If
the new serving MR is not yet a leaf node of the multicast backbone (that is,
if it is not an MA), it needs to join the backbone multicast tree as a leaf node
and becomes a new MA for the MC. The MR joins the backbone multicast
tree by sending JOIN_REQ to the source. Upon receiving JOIN_REQ from the
MR, the source computes a shortest path to the MR and sends a join acknowledgment JOIN_ACK along the path back to it. The MR further forwards
JOIN_ACK to the MC, confirming that it becomes a new member of the multicast group. By having the MA process member join requests locally, the
signaling overhead of member join is significantly reduced. Fig. 2 illustrates
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Figure 3: Message exchange sequence for a member leave event (dashed lines mean conditional message exchanges).

the procedure for a member join event. JOIN_REQ and JOIN_ACK also serve
as an association request and an association acknowledgment, respectively.
3.3.2. Member Leave
When a member leaves a multicast group, it notifies its MA such that the
MA can deregister it. After the member leaves, the MA may no longer service
any member, therefore it needs to be removed from the backbone multicast
tree. The procedure for a member leave event is illustrated in Fig. 3. More
specifically, the leaving member sends a leave request LEAVE_REQ to its MA,
which responds with a leave acknowledgment LEAVE_ACK as a confirmation.
If the MA needs to remove itself from the backbone multicast tree because it
no longer services any member, it forwards LEAVE_REQ to the source. Upon
receiving LEAVE_REQ from the MA, the source updates the backbone multicast tree and sends the MA a leave acknowledgment LEAVE_ACK in reply to
the request.
In some cases, a member disconnects (either voluntarily or involuntarily)
and therefore is not able to notify its MA. In DAHM, a member that disconnects is treated as a leaving member. The disconnection of a member can
be detected by its MA when the MA tries to deliver multicast packets to the
member. Once a member is detected to be disconnected, its MA deregister
it and the MA needs to remove itself from the backbone multicast tree if it
no longer services any member.
3.4. Mobility Management and Tree Maintenance
In DAHM, when a member moves and changes its serving MR, the following procedure is executed to handle the mobility management and multicast
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Figure 4: Message exchange sequence for the case that the new MR is H hops away from
the member’s current MA.

Figure 5: Message exchange sequence for the case that the new MR is already an MA.

12

tree maintenance:
• When the member moves and switches to a new MR, it sends an association request ASSO_REQ to the new MR. The MR responds with
an association acknowledgment ASSO_ACK in reply to the request, confirming that the association is completed and the MR becomes the new
serving MR of the member.
• If the new serving MR is not an MA and is within the service region
of the member’s MA, the member sends to its MA a location registration request LOC_REG_REQ containing the address of the new MR.
The MA updates the member’s location information and sends a location registration acknowledgment LOC_REG_ACK back to the member.
In this way, the MA always knows the up-to-date location information
of members within its service region and is therefore able to deliver
multicast packets to them individually through unicast routing.
• If the new serving MR is H hops away from the member’s current MA,
the threshold is reached and the new MR needs to join the backbone
multicast tree as a leaf node and becomes the new MA of the member.
In this case, a join request JOIN_REQ is sent to the source. Upon receiving JOIN_REQ from the MR, the source computes a shortest path
to the MR and sends a join acknowledgment JOIN_ACK along the path
back to it. Fig. 4 shows the message exchange sequence in the case
that the new MR is H hops away from the member’s current MA.
• If the new MR is already an MA, the member switches to the new MA
and starts receiving multicast packets from the new MA. Fig. 5 shows
the message exchange sequence in the case that the new MR is already
an MA.
• After being associated with the new MA, the member sends a deassociation request DEASSO_REQ to its old MA, which responds with a
deassociation acknowledgment DEASSO_ACK.
• If the member’s old MA no longer services any member, it removes itself
from the multicast tree by sending a leave request LEAVE_REQ to the
source. Upon receiving LEAVE_REQ from the MA, the source updates
the backbone multicast tree and sends the MA a leave acknowledgment
LEAVE_ACK as a confirmation.
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3.5. Multicast Packet Delivery
In DAHM, multicast packets are delivered in a hierarchical manner from
the multicast source to the multicast group members within a WMN. More
specifically, multicast packet delivery in DAHM follows the following procedure:
• If the source is a host in the Internet, it will first send multicast packets
to the gateway, which is then responsible for distributing the packet to
the MAs. The gateway can be considered as a virtual source in this
case.
• For each multicast packet, the (virtual) source creates a new packet
that encapsulates the multicast payload using a multicast address for
the destination address field, and disseminates the new packet to the
MAs through the backbone multicast tree in multicast routing mode.
• Upon receiving the packet, each MA decapsulates the packet and encapsulates the payload using the address of the serving MR of each member
it services for the destination field, and forwards the new packet to the
MR via unicast routing. The address of the serving MR of each member
can be found in the MA’s location database.
• Each MR after receiving the multicast packet decapsulates the packet
and delivers the packet to the designated member.
4. Performance Model
In this section, we develop a probability model based on SPN techniques
[29, 30, 31, 32] for evaluating the performance of DAHM. We choose SPN
as the tool for performance modeling because: 1) an SPN model is a concise
representation of the underlying Markov or semi-Markov chain that may
have a large number of states; 2) an SPN model is capable of reasoning the
behavior of a member, as it migrates among states in response to system
events.
Table 1 lists the parameters and notations used in the following sections.
The physical meaning of the mobility rate denoted by σ is the average number
of serving MR changes made by a multicast group member per time unit.
The time unit used in this paper is second. If a group member moves and
1
changes its serving MR once every 10 minutes, its mobility rate is 600
. The
physical meanings of other parameters are clear from the context.
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Table 1: Parameters and notations used in performance modeling and analysis.

Parameter
σ
λp
SMR
λ
µ
M
n
N
γ
α
ω
PM A
P0
P1
P1M A
NM A
H
T
κ
L
d

Notation
the average mobility rate of multicast group members
the multicast packet rate
service to mobility ratio, defined as SMR = λσp
the rate of member join events
the rate of member leave events
the multicast group size
the dimension of the WMN
the number of MRs in the WMN
the member density
the average unicast path length of the WMN
the arrival rate of a single member to an arbitrary MR
the probability that an arbitrary MR is also an MA
the probability that an MR is not covering any member
the probability that an MR covers exactly one member
the probability that an MA services exactly one member
the number of MAs
the service region size of an MA
the multicast tree size in terms of the total number of tree
nodes
the multicast scaling factor
the expected hop distance from the source to an MA
the average degree of inner nodes
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Figure 6: An n × n mesh network model.

4.1. Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) Model
We assume that a WMN is structured as a two-dimensional n × n mesh
with wraparound on the boundary such that each MR has exactly four neighbors, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Each MR can communicate directly with any
of its four neighbors that are within its communication range. A member
can change randomly from its current serving MR to any of the MR’s four
neighbors with equal probabilities of 14 . The total number of MRs in the
network denoted by N is simply given by N = n2 . The average unicast path
length (hop count) denoted by α in this n × n mesh network model is given
by [33]:
2n
α=
(1)
3
We model the process of arrival and departure of M multicast members
to and from an MR using an M/M/∞/M queue. Fig. 7 depicts the Markov
chain for the M/M/∞/M queueing model, where ω means the arrival rate
of a single member to an arbitrary MR, and is given by [8]:
ω=

n2

σ
−1

(2)

Using the M/M/∞/M queueing model, the probability P0 that an MR
covers no members and the probability P1 that an MR covers exactly one
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Figure 7: The Markov chain modeling the process of arrival and departure of M multicast
group members to and from an MR.

member can be derived as:
P0 = (1 −

1 M
)
n2

(3)

M
1
(1 − 2 )M −1
(4)
2
n
n
The dashed-line square within the mesh structure shown in Fig. 6 illustrates the service region of an MA. Given that the threshold of the number
of hops a member can be away from its MA is H, the number of MRs within
the service region of an MA on average is 2H 2 − 2H + 1, in the n × n mesh
network model. The probability denoted by PM A that an arbitrary MR is an
MA in DAHM is therefore approximated by:
P1 =

PM A =

2H 2

1
− 2H + 1

(5)

Here we note that PM A given above is only approximate because which MR
is chosen as an MA for a multicast member depends on the user’s mobility.
However, as validated by simulation reported in Section 5.3, this approximation does not affect the result accuracy. A MA services exactly one member
if all the MRs within its service region totally service exactly one member.
Therefore, the probability denoted by P1M A that an MA services exactly one
member can be calculated as follows:

 2
2H − 2H + 1
2
MA
· P02H −2H · P1
(6)
P1 =
1
At the upper level of the hierarchy, the number of MRs (including MAs)
comprising the backbone multicast tree can be derived using the following
method. First, the ratio of the total number of multicast links (among MRs)
on the tree denoted by Lm over the average unicast path length of the network
denoted by α is given by a power-law [34, 35] as follows:
Lm
= Rκ ⇒ Lm = α · Rκ
α
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(7)

Figure 8: The SPN model for DAHM.

where κ is the multicast scaling factor, and is found to be close to 0.7 [34]. R
denotes the number of leaves on the multicast tree, i.e., the number of MAs,
and is calculated as:
R = NM A = PM A · N
(8)
Given Lm , the total number of MRs (including the MAs) on the backbone
multicast tree denoted by T is given as:
T = Lm + 1 = α · (NM A )κ + 1

(9)

The expected hop distance L from the source to an MA is the average
length of all paths from the source to the MAs, or, equivalently stated, it
is equal to the average depth of all MAs (leaves) on the backbone multicast
tree rooted at the source. Hence, assuming a perfectly balanced backbone
multicast tree, L is calculated as follows:
L = logd T

(10)

where d is the degree of an inner node (we use d = 4 because each inner node
has four neighbors).
The optimal threshold for the number of hops a member can be away
from its MA, denoted by Hoptimal , can be determined by using the SPN
model. Fig. 8 shows the SPN model for describing the behavior of a single
group member. An SPN model consists of places, tokens, and transitions (for
modeling events). Table 2 explains the meanings of places and transitions
defined in the SPN model.
In Fig. 8 we put in numbers in parenthesis to label the SPN model sequence below. The SPN model is constructed as follows:
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Table 2: The meanings of places and transitions defined in the SPN model for DAHM.

Symbol
Movement
Hops
Move
MC2MA
Join
Reset

Meaning
mark(Movement)=1 means that the member moves and
switches to a new serving MR
mark(Hops) returns the number of hops the member is away
from its MA
A timed transition modeling the movement of the member
A timed transition modeling the regional location registration
event
A timed transition modeling that the new serving MR joins
the multicast tree as a leaf node and becomes a new MA
A timed transition modeling the event of registering with the
new MR that is already an MA

1. The event of member movement is modeled by transition Move, the
rate of which is σ. When a member moves and switches to a new
serving MR, a token is put into place Movement.
2. The new MR may be either an ordinary MR or an MA. The SPN model
distinguishes between these two cases using two immediate transitions
P1 and P2 that are associated with probabilities 1 − PM A and PM A ,
respectively.
3. In the first case that the new MR is not an MA, the member sends
its current MA a LOC_REG_REQ message that contains the address of
the new serving MR. Upon receiving the message, the MA updates the
location information of the member stored in the location database,
and acknowledges the location update by a LOC_REG_ACK message. The
message exchange is modeled by transition MC2MA.
4. After transition MC2MA is fired, a token is put into place Hops. The
number of tokens denoted by mark(Hops) in place Hops represents the
number of hops the member is away from its MA.
5. When the number of tokens in place Hops reaches the threshold denoted
by H, i.e., when mark(Hops) = H, transition Join is fired, modeling
that the new serving MR joins the backbone multicast tree as a leaf
node and becomes the new MA of the member. The firing of transition
Join consumes all the tokens in place Hops.
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6. In the second case that the new MR is already an MA, the member
registers with the new MA, and starts receiving multicast packets from
the new MA. This is modeled by transition Reset, the firing of which
consumes all the tokens in place Hops, meaning that the member is
now directly serviced by the new MA and the hop counter is reset.
4.2. Performance Metrics
We use the average total communication cost incurred per member per
time unit (second) as the metric for performance evaluation and analysis, and
the objective is to minimize this cost. In Section 5.4, we discuss how cost
minimization is related to throughput maximization and end-to-end delay
minimization. We define the total communication cost as the total number
of hops of wireless transmissions incurred, corresponding to the total traffic
incurred to the network since each hop involves a packet transmission or
relay. For example, the service cost incurred per multicast packet delivery per
member is given by the average number of hops traveled per packet from the
source to any member. More specifically, the average total communication
cost incurred per member per time unit by DAHM, denoted by CDAHM ,
includes the service cost for multicast packet delivery denoted by λp · Cs , the
signaling cost for mobility management denoted by σ · Cm , the signaling cost
for processing member join requests denoted by λ · Cj , and the signaling cost
for processing member leave requests denoted by µ · Cl . The equation for
calculating CDAHM is therefore given as follows:
CDAHM = λp · Cs + σ · Cm + λ · Cj + µ · Cl

(11)

Here we note that H represents the service region size of an MA and
hence the optimal service region size is the optimal H value (Hoptimal ) under
which CDAHM in Equation 11 is maximized. Cs , the service cost incurred per
multicast group member per multicast packet delivery in DAHM, consists of
two parts. The first part denoted by Cs1 is the total cost for disseminating
the multicast packet from the source to all the MAs through the backbone
multicast tree, namely T , divided by the multicast group size M. The number of wireless transmissions required to deliver a multicast packet from the
source to the MAs (i.e., Cs1 ) equals T because each MR on the tree transmits
the packet only once to all its downstream children [36]. The second part
denoted by Cs2 is the average cost for delivering the multicast packet via unicast routing from an MA to a member it currently services. Since a member
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can be i hops away from its MA with probability Pi (0 ≤ i ≤ H − 1), Cs2 is
given by the probability-weighted average distance between the member and
its MA. Therefore, Cs is the sum of the two parts:
Cs = Cs1 + Cs2 =

i=H−1
X
T
+
Pi · i
M
i=0

(12)

Cm , the mobility management cost incurred per group member, depends
on the event triggered by the movement of a member. More specifically, the
mobility management cost is incurred when there is an MA join (Join in the
SPN model), MA reset (Reset in the SPN model), or MA update (MC2MA
in the SPN model) event as follows:
• MA join: When the new serving MR of a member is H hops away
from its MA after a movement, the new serving MR needs to join the
backbone multicast tree as a leaf node and becomes the new MA of
the member. In this event, the member completes the association with
the new MR by sending an ASSO_REQ message to it, which responds
with an ASSO_ACK message as an acknowledgment. The new MR joins
the tree by sending a JOIN_REQ message to the source, which computes
a shortest path to the MR and sends a JOIN_ACK message along the
path back to it. With probability P1M A , the member’s old MA no longer
services any member, and it removes itself from the backbone multicast
tree by sending a LEAVE_REQ message to the source, which updates the
tree and sends the MA a LEAVE_ACK message.
• MA reset: When the new serving MR of the member is already an
MA, the member switches to the new MA. In this event, the member
completes the association with the new MA by sending an ASSO_REQ
message to the MA, which responds with an ASSO_ACK message as an
acknowledgment. After being associated with the new MA, the member
sends a DEASSO_REQ message to its old MA, which responds with a
DEASSO_ACK message. With probability P1M A , the member’s old MA no
longer services any member, and it removes itself from the backbone
multicast tree by sending a LEAVE_REQ message to the source, which
updates the tree and sends the MA a LEAVE_ACK message.
• MA update: When a member moves and changes its serving MR, the
member sends to its MA a LOC_REG_REQ message containing the address
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of the new serving MR. The MA updates the location information of the
member stored in the location database, and acknowledges the location
update by a LOC_REG_ACK message.
Based on the discussion above, Cm is given by:

 2 + 2H + (1 + P1M A ) · 2L if “Join”
2 + 2h + P1M A · 2L
if “Reset”
Cm =

2 + 2h
if “MC2MA”

(13)

where h = mark(Hops) represents the distance between the member and
its MA. We use P1M A for the probability that the member is the only one
currently serviced by its MA. Therefore, once the only member leaves, the
MA will no longer service any member, and it should be removed from the
backbone multicast tree.
Cj , the signaling cost per member join event, is computed as follows. A
MC joins an existing multicast group by sending a JOIN_REQ message to its
newly selected serving MR. With probability 1 − PM A , the new serving MR
is not yet a leaf node of the multicast backbone, and it needs to join the
backbone multicast tree as a leaf node and becomes a new MA for the MC.
The MR joins the multicast tree by sending JOIN_REQ to the source, which
responds with a JOIN_ACK message as an acknowledgment. The MR further
forwards JOIN_ACK to the MC, confirming that it becomes a new member of
the multicast group. Therefore, Cj is calculated as:
Cj = 2 + (1 − PM A ) · 2L

(14)

Cl , the signaling cost per member leave event, is computed as follows.
The leaving member sends a LEAVE_REQ message to its MA, which responds
with a LEAVE_ACK message as a confirmation. With probability P1M A , the
MA needs to remove itself from the backbone multicast tree because it no
longer services any member, and it forwards LEAVE_REQ to the source, which
updates the backbone multicast tree and sends the MA a LEAVE_ACK message
in reply to the request. Therefore, Cl is calculated as:
Cl = 2 + 2h + P1M A · 2L

(15)

where h = mark(Hops) represents the distance between the member and its
MA.
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Table 3: Parameters and their typical values used in performance evaluation.

Parameter
M
n
λ
µ

SMR

Meaning
multicast group size
network size
multicast member join to leave rate
ratio
service to mobility rate

Typical value
[10, 320]
[5, 15]
1
[8, 6000]

5. Performance Analysis and Numerical Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed hierarchical
multicast algorithms, namely, DAHM, and the effect of various parameters on
its performance. We also compare DAHM with two baseline multicast algorithms for WMNs, namely, Regional-Registration based Multicast (RRM) [6]
and Dynamic Tree-based Multicast (DTM). Like DAHM, RRM is also a hierarchical multicast algorithm and it also employs MAs for integrated mobility
and multicast service management. However, the hierarchical tree structure
in RRM is simply a union of pure unicast paths from the source to the group
members. Therefore, RRM is a hierarchical unicast-based multicast algorithm. DTM transmits multicast packets through a dynamic shortest-path
multicast tree whose leaves are MRs that directly service the members. The
multicast tree in DTM is updated to maintain its structural properties every
time a member moves and changes its serving MR. Therefore, DTM is essentially based on the existing multicast algorithm that relies on a shortest-path
tree [7] augmented with the capability to perform dynamic tree updates for
supporting member mobility and dynamic group membership.
To evaluate the effect of user mobility on the performance of the three
algorithms, we introduce a parameter called service to mobility ratio (SMR)
defined as SMR = λσp . The physical meaning of SMR is the average number
of multicast data packets transmitted from the source to a group member
during the interval between two serving MR changes of the group member.
SMR is an important parameter because it captures the service and mobility characteristics of a group member, both of which can have a significant
impact on the operations of DAHM and on the overall network cost.
Table 3 lists the parameters and their values used in performance evaluation. These values are selected to demonstrate diversely sized multicast
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Figure 9: Cost vs. H, under different multicast group sizes in DAHM (n = 10).

groups consisting of mobile members characterized by a broad range of SMR.
The member join and leave rates are chosen to allow dynamically changing
group membership, while maintaining a stable multicast group size. The
range of n is selected to model WMNs of reasonably diverse sizes.
5.1. Performance Evaluation
In this section we report analytical results obtained from evaluating Equations 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. Specifically, we obtain the analytical results by
first assigning a state-dependent cost (specified by Equation 12, 13, 14, or
15) to each state of the underlying semi-Markov chain of the SPN model, and
then computing CDAHM (specified by Equation 11) by the state probabilityweighted average cost, using the SPNP package [29].
Fig. 9 plots CDAHM as a function of the threshold H, under different
multicast group sizes. It can be seen in the figure that there exists an optimal
threshold Hoptimal that minimizes CDAHM for each different M. Fig 10 further
shows CDAHM as a function of the threshold H, under different n×n network
sizes. Again, the optimal threshold Hoptimal exists for each different n.
These results demonstrate that the service region size of an MA is key to
the performance of DAHM, and there exists an optimal service region size
that optimizes the performance of DAHM. The optimal service region size
exists because of the tradeoff between the communication cost incurred at
the upper level and that incurred at the lower level.
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Figure 10: Cost vs. H, under different network sizes in DAHM (M = 50).
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Figure 12: Hoptimal vs. γ in DAHM.

Fig. 11 plots CDAHM as a function of the member density denoted by γ,
, i.e., the average number of members serviced
which is defined as γ = M
N
by one MR. As the figure shows, CDAHM decreases monotonically with increasing γ. This illustrates that multicast efficiency improves as the member
density increases because the cost is effectively amortized by the increasing
member population. The improvement in multicast efficiency is particularly
significant at the upper level because the number of nodes on the backbone
multicast tree increases sublinearly with increasing MAs (κ < 1.0).
Fig. 12 shows the optimal threshold Hoptimal as a function of γ. It can be
seen in the figure that Hoptimal decreases as γ increases, and it drops to 1 when
γ is reasonably large. The service cost Cs for multicast packet delivery in
DAHM and accordingly CDAHM decreases with decreasing Hoptimal , because
the average distance over which multicast packets are transmitted at the
lower level decreases. Therefore, the result conforms to the trend exhibited
in Fig. 11.
5.2. Comparative Performance Study
In this section, we compare DAHM with RRM and DTM, in terms of
the average total communication cost incurred per member per time unit.
RRM is a hierarchical multicast algorithm based purely on unicast routing.
It is worth emphasizing that because the total communication cost is a per
member per time unit metric, even a small cost reduction of 5% to 10% will
be significant over time and over the entire group of members.
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For RRM (DTM), the average total communication cost incurred per
member per time unit denoted by CRRM (CDT M respectively) consists of the
service cost for multicast packet delivery denoted by λp · CsRRM (λp · CsDT M
respectively), the signaling cost for mobility management and multicast tree
RRM
DT M
maintenance denoted by σ · Cm
(σ · Cm
respectively), the signaling cost
for processing member join requests denoted by λ · CjRRM (λ · CjDT M respectively), and the signaling cost for processing member leave requests denoted
by µ·ClRRM (µ·ClDT M respectively). The following equations calculate CRRM
and CDT M :
RRM
CRRM = λp · CsRRM + σ · Cm
+ λ · CjRRM + µ · ClRRM
DT M
CDT M = λp · CsDT M + σ · Cm
+ λ · CjDT M + µ · ClDT M

(16)

The service cost for multicast packet delivery in RRM denoted by CsRRM
consists of the cost of forwarding the packet from the source to the MAs and
the cost of delivering the packet from the MAs to the group members they
service, both via unicast routing. Therefore, CsRRM is calculated as:
CsRRM

i=H−1
X
1
=
(NM A · L + M ·
Pi · i)
M
i=0

(17)

RRM
Cm
depends on the event triggered by the movement of a multicast
RRM
group member. The equation for calculating Cm
is the same as that for
calculating Cm in DAHM. Additionally, the equations for calculating CjRRM
and ClRRM are also the same as those for calculating the same cost terms
in DAHM, because DAHM and RRM share the same message sequences for
multicast structure maintenance and member join and leave events.
The service cost per multicast packet delivery in DTM is equivalent to
the number of nodes on the multicast tree because each MR on the tree only
transmits the packet once to its downstream children. Therefore, the service
cost incurred per member is:

CsDT M =

TDT M
M

(18)

where TDT M denotes the number of tree nodes on the shortest-path multicast
tree in DTM. TDT M can be calculated according to the power-law [34, 35] as:
TDT M = αRκ + 1
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Figure 13: Performance comparison: cost vs. M (n = 10).

where R denotes the number of leaf nodes on the multicast tree in DTM,
i.e., the number of MRs that service at least one member, which is simply
R = (1 − P0 ) · N.
The tree maintenance cost in DTM consists of the costs of MR association and deassociation, and possibly the costs of multicast tree updates, as
calculated by the following equation:
DT M
Cm
= 4 + (P0 + P1 ) · 2L

(20)

In DTM, when a member joins a multicast group, it establishes the association with a serving MR. With probability P0 , the MR needs to join the
multicast tree as a leaf node because it is not already a node on the tree.
When a member leaves a multicast group, its association with its current
serving MR is canceled. With probability P1 , the member is the only one
that the MR services, and the MR needs to remove itself from the multicast
tree because it will no longer service any member. Therefore, CjDT M and
ClDT M are calculated as follows:
CjDT M = 2 + P0 · 2L

(21)

ClDT M = 2 + P1 · 2L

(22)

Fig. 13 compares the average total communication cost incurred per member per time unit by the three algorithms as a function of the multicast group
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Figure 14: Performance comparison: cost vs. n (M = 50).

size M. As can be seen in the figure, the cost decreases as M increases for
all three algorithms. The reason is that the member density increases as M
increases, given that n is fixed. This observation leads to the generalized conclusion that multicast efficiency improves as the member density increases.
It can also be seen in the figure that DAHM is superior to both RRM and
DTM.
Fig. 14 compares the total communication cost incurred per member per
time unit by the three algorithms as a function of the network size n. As
can be seen in the figure, for all the three algorithms, the cost increases with
increasing n. This is because the member density decreases as n increases,
given that M is fixed. Therefore, this observation also generalizes to the conclusion that multicast efficiency improves as the member density increases.
Again, DAHM shows significantly better performance than both RRM and
DTM. It is worth emphasizing again that because the total communication
cost is a per member per time unit metric, even a small cost reduction of 5%
to 10% will be significant over time and over the entire group of members.
Fig. 15 studies the effect of the mobility rate denoted by σ on the performance of the three algorithms, under different member densities. As can be
seen in the figure, as SMR increases, the costs decrease monotonically because
the contribution of the signaling cost for mobility management and multicast
tree maintenance to the total communication cost decreases accordingly. As
the figures show, DAHM performs consistently better than RRM and DTM
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Figure 16: Analytical modeling vs. simulation: cost vs. H, under different multicast
group sizes in DAHM (n = 10).

over a wide range of SMR and the member density. DAHM copes well with
the impact of high user mobility compared with RRM and DTM, due to its
capability to dynamically select the optimal service region size of an MA (i.e.
Hoptimal ) that minimizes the total communication cost. RRM outperforms
DTM when the members are highly mobile and the member density is low.
However, the advantage diminishes as the member density increases. When
the members have high mobility, DTM incurs a substantially larger signaling cost for mobility management and multicast tree maintenance, compared
with DAHM and RRM. This is because DTM performs mobility management
and tree maintenance every time a member moves and changes its serving
MR. Additionally, when the member density is low, i.e., when a small number
of members are sparsely distributed within the network, the multicast tree in
DTM has a relatively large number of non-leaf MRs, leading to a relatively
large cost for multicast packet delivery.
5.3. Simulation Validation
Here we conduct simulation experiments to validate the numerical data
obtained in the previous sections. We implement the simulation system using
a discrete event simulation language called Simulation Model Programming
Language (SMPL) [37]. In this simulation system, all operations in DAHM
are represented by discrete events associated with costs. For example, location update operations, multicast packet deliveries, member join/leave op31
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Figure 17: Analytical modeling vs. simulation: cost vs. γ in DAHM.

erations, and multicast tree maintenance operations, are all discrete events.
Events are scheduled and executed in event occurrence time order, according to the algorithm description presented in Section 3. The average total
communication cost incurred per member per time unit is evaluated and the
mean cost is calculated periodically with an interval of 30 minutes in simulation time. To ensure the statistical significance of simulation results, we use
batch mean analysis (BMA) techniques [37]. Each simulation batch consists
of a large number of runs and therefore a large number of observations for
computing an average. The simulation runs for a minimum of 10 batches,
and stops until the calculated mean cost is within 5% from the true mean
with a confidence level of 95%.
Fig. 16 shows the analytical results versus the simulation results for
CDAHM as a function of H, under different multicast group sizes. As the
figure illustrates, the simulation results show excellent correlations with the
analytical results. This justifies that the analytical results are valid and
there exists an optimal service region size of an MA, under which DAHM
is optimized. Similarly, excellent correlations between the analytical results
and simulation results can be seen in Fig. 17, which illustrates the analytical
results versus the simulation results for CDAHM as a function of γ.
Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 plot the analytical results versus the simulation results
for the performance comparison among the three algorithms, as a function
of M and n, respectively. Again, the analytical results are well correlated
with the simulation results in both figures. The perfect correlation between
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Figure 18: Analytical modeling vs. simulation: cost vs. M (n = 10).

the analytical results and simulation results shown above justifies that the
analytical results obtained in the paper are valid.
5.4. Discussion
Based on the analytical and simulation results presented above, we can
draw the conclusion that DAHM significantly outperforms both RRM and
DTM in a broad spectrum of configurations. This is because DAHM combines backbone multicast routing and local unicast routing into an integrated
algorithm, and dynamically determines the optimal service region size of MAs
to optimize multicast packet delivery, multicast tree maintenance, and group
membership management collectively. Compared with RRM, the packet delivery cost at the upper level of the hierarchy in DAHM is significantly reduced. Compared with DTM, in addition to the reduction of the multicast
packet delivery cost, the signaling cost for multicast tree maintenance and
membership management in DAHM is significantly reduced.
The performance metric discussed thus far is based on CDAHM (specified
by Equation 11) which is the number of hops of wireless transmissions incurred per MC per time unit. Below we relate CDAHM minimization with
end-to-end delay minimization and throughput maximization. Since every
hop incurs a packet transmission by an MR, CDAHM essentially is the amount
of traffic incurred to the network per MC. Let CDAHM,i denote the traffic generated by MC
P i. Then, the total traffic incurred to the network by all MCs
is given by i CDAHM,i . Consequently, the average input traffic toward each
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MR in the system is the total traffic divided by the number of MRs in the
network. By utilizing simple arguments of collision theory [39] and queueing
theory [40], it can be proven that the per-hop packet delay (including the
queueing delay and the retransmission delay because of collision) at any MR
is minimized when the input traffic to the MR is minimized. Consequently,
the end-to-end delay of a multicast packet to an MC is also minimized. By
Little’s Law [40] which states that throughput multiplied with response time
(end-to-end delay) is equal to the MC population, we can deduce that the
network throughput is maximized when the end-to-end delay is minimized,
which happens when MC i operates at the optimal Hoptimal value as identified
in our analysis to minimize CDAHM,i .
6. Practicability and Implementation
We discuss in this section practical issues related to the implementation
of DAHM on real mobile devices that can be highly diverse with respect to
their computing power and storage capacity. One important issue is how
to dynamically determine Hoptimal at runtime. For powerful mobile devices
that are equipped with state-of-the-art processors, the computational procedure developed in this paper can be easily executed to determine Hoptimal
at runtime on a periodic basis. For mobile devices that are less powerful, a
simple table-lookup approach can be used to determine Hoptimal at runtime.
The lookup table lists the optimal service region size Hoptimal for minimiz34

ing CDAHM in Equation 11, given a set of input parameter values as input.
The table is built by applying the computational procedure developed in the
paper at design time over a perceivable range of input parameter values (as
listed in Table 3) specifying the operational and environment conditions. At
runtime, Hoptimal can be determined by looking up in the table using the
estimated values of those parameters as keys. Overall, the implementation
can be lightweight and very efficient.
To execute the computational procedure presented in the paper, a mobile
device needs to first collect data for estimating the values of parameters
such as the mobility rate (σ), the multicast packet rate (λp ), and the rates
of member join/leave events (λ and µ). σ can be estimated periodically
by an MC by counting the number of serving MR changes during a fixed
interval, say, every 30 minutes. A serving MR change can be detected by
a change in the ID number of the current serving MR. Specifically, the MC
maintains a counter for the number of serving MR changes, and the counter
is incremented whenever the MC changes its serving MR. At the end of each
interval, the mobility rate is calculated and the counter is reset. Similarly,
the MC can dynamically estimate λp by monitoring the sequence numbers
of received multicast packets. λ and µ can be monitored dynamically by the
source and periodically distributed to the group members.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an efficient multicast algorithms for WMNs,
namely, Dynamic Agent-based Hierarchical Multicast (DAHM), which supports member mobility and dynamic group membership during the lifetime
of a multicast group. DAHM employs a dynamic two-level hierarchical multicast structure, consisting of an upper-level backbone multicast tree rooted at
the source with MAs as leaves, and lower-level local multicast groups rooted
at the MAs. DAHM leverages and dynamically selects MAs for integrated
mobility and multicast service management. MAs are dynamically selected
and added to or removed from the backbone multicast tree due to the mobility of multicast group members and dynamic group membership changes.
The optimal service region size of an MA that optimizes the performance
of DAHM can be dynamically determined using the analytical method presented in the paper. Based on the analytical and simulation results obtained
through a comparative performance study, we showed that DAHM significantly outperforms two baseline multicast algorithms for WMNs, namely,
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Regional-Registration based Multicast (RRM) and Dynamic Tree-based Multicast (DTM).
There are several research directions extending from this work, including
(a) investigating how the proposed multicast algorithm can be adapted to
support multiple multicast groups simultaneously active in a WMN; (b) utilizing MCs in addition to MRs serving as MAs when a group member cannot
find a nearby MR and must rely on other MCs for network traffic relaying;
(c) considering the effect of lossy and heterogeneous links of WMNs as in
[38] to enhance multicast service performance; (d) conducting more simulation validation based on ns3 in addition to SMPL; and (e) investigating
how DAHM can be augmented and optimized to support reliable and secure
multicast in WMNs.
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